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NATIONAL COOPERATIVE DEYELOPMENT CORPORATION
(Personnel & Administration Division)
No. NCDC:4-5l2018-Admin

Dated: 21.01.2019

Sub: Recruitment to the post of Deputy Director (Finance) in Level - 11 of pay matrix
as per 7u CPC- Reg.

Vide Advt.No.2/2018, NCDC had, inter alia, invited on-line applications for the 01
post ofDy. Director (Finance) under UR Category. The Corporation had issued admit card to
123 candidates for appearing in the Computer Based Test (CBT) which was conducted on
23.09.2018 (12:30PM to 02:30PM). NCDC conducted CBT for short-listing the candidates
without examining as to whether the candidate fulfils the eligibility criteria or not. Only
after receiving the results based on the merit in the CBT, Corporation has examined as to
whether candidates fulfil the eligibility criteria and only such candidates who fulfil the
eligibility criteria have been shortlisted for document verification/interview.

2.

of

123 applicants who were issued admit card for appearing in the CBT for the
post of DD(Fin), 72 applicants appeared in the CBT. Based on the performance in CBT. 05
candidates under UR category who fuIfil the minimum eligibiliV criteria prescribed
Out

for the post. have been shortlisted against 01 post under UR category for nersonal
interview. In case where more than one candidate has secured the equal aggregate marks
in

CBT,

tie has been resolved by applying the following methods one after another in the

order given below:
(D

(i0
(iiD
(iv)

Marks in CBT.
Total marks scored in the field of specialization.
Date of Birth, with older candidate placed higher.

Alphabetical order in the first names ofthe candidates appeared.

3.

Cut off marks (out of 150) of the candidates in CBT under Unreserved Category
called for Interview is 93.

4.

For selection of candidatg weightage for the performance in the CBT and personal
interview is to be given in t}re ratio of80:20. Based on the aggregate ofthe scores in CBT
and interview, as against 01 post [uR) category wise panel of the selected candidates based
on merit has been prepared as follows:Selected Candidate under Un-Reserved (UB) Categorv

sl.
NO.

Name

of

the App Seq. No

Candidate

Date

Birth

of Category under which
recommended for
appointmenL

1

5.

Mr. Anshul Sharma

NCDCO34124

13-01-1988

UR

Offer ofappointment to the above selected candidate has been issued.
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6.

Further, following candidates have been kept in the reserve/ wait list panel for a
period of 18 months, for consideration in the event of selected candidates not joining/
candidate's joins but resigns/dies. The Reserve panel/waiting list shall be valid for the
period of 18 months or till the availability of next recruitment panel for the post of
Dy. Director (Finance) in respective category whichever, is earlier :-

Waitlisted Candidates under UR Catesorv
sl.

Name of

NO.

Candidate

the

App Seq. No

of
Birth

Date

Category under which

recommended for
keeDing in panel.

1

Mr. Gautam Soni

NCDC000176

20-07-1989

UR

2

Mr. Subhek Subash

NCDC035B79

01-10-1988

UR
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